We introduce an algorithm, the Orthogonal Operator Polynomial Expansion (OOPEX), to approximately compute expectation values in energy eigenstates at finite energy density of non-integrable quantum many-body systems with polynomial effort, whereas exact diagonalization (ED) of the Hamiltonian H is exponentially hard. The OOPEX relies on the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis, which conjectures that eigenstate expectation values of physical observables in such systems vary smoothly with the eigenstate energy (and other macroscopic conserved quantities, if any), and computes them through a series generated by repeated multiplications, rather than diagonalization, of H and whose successive terms oscillate faster with the energy. The hypothesis guarantees that only the first few terms of this series contribute appreciably. Then, we argue non-rigorously that working in the Fock space of operators, rather than that of states as is usually done, yields convergent results with computational resources that scale polynomially with N . We demonstrate the polynomial scaling by applying the OOPEX to the non-integrable Ising chain and comparing with ED results. We can easily access N = 300 sites with the OOPEX while ED can comfortably handle only NED = 14 sites on our computer. Access to a large N enables computation of correlation lengths in this model, which is impossible using ED due to strong finite size effects. arXiv:2002.09514v1 [cond-mat.stat-mech] 
Introduction:-Some quantum many-body systems are integrable, i.e., they contain simplifying properties such as easy-to-diagonalize conserved operators, emergent conservation laws resulting from strong disorder [1] [2] [3] [4] or factorizable scattering matrices [5] [6] [7] [8] that make them computationally -and sometimes analyticallytractable. Most lack these properties and are said to be non-integrable (NI). Recent years have revealed that energy eigenstates with finite energy density in NI quantum many-body systems provide portals into diverse areas of physics and related fields. For instance, their properties relevant to condensed matter, quantum information, fundamental physics, gravity and statistical mechanics, respectively, include the facts that they encode finite temperature phase transitions [9, 10] , form a quantum error correcting code [11] [12] [13] [14] , enable reconstruction of the entire Hamiltonian [15, 16] , mimic conformal field theories [17] [18] [19] [20] which in turn mimic quantum gravity under the holographic mapping [21, 22] and resemble equilibrium statistical ensembles if only simple measurements are made [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , where "simple" usually means few-body and local, and includes observables that real experiments can measure. Such eigenstates are also relevant to chaos, which earns then the name chaotic eigenstates. Firstly, if a quantum system has a well-defined classical limit and the classical system is chaotic, the quantum eigenstates are expected to satisfy the ETH [33] [34] [35] . Secondly, quantum systems with ETH-satisfying eigenstates exhibit, in many cases, temporal correlations that resemble the famous "butterfly effect" from classical chaos [30, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . These unique properties make simulating chaotic eigenstates an important goal of quantum many-body physics.
Unfortunately, this is a Herculean task. Chaotic eigenstates occur at finite energy density, which puts them beyond the reach of the numerous powerful algorithms available for studying ground state and low-energy physics. Quantum Monte Carlo methods can study physics at finite energy density with polynomial effort in N if there is no sign-problem, which usually requires a discrete symmetry such as the particle-hole symmetry in the half-filled Hubbard model [45, 46] . If there is no symmetry -in which case the model is maximally NI -a sign-problem is likely and the complexity is exponential. Finally, the lack of simplifying properties in NI systems makes brute force exact diagonalization (ED) of H exponentially hard. Thus, the problem of simulating chaotic eigenstates is generally deemed unsolvable.
In this work, we introduce an algorithm -the Orthogonal Operator Polynomial Expansion (OOPEX) -that extracts useful information from chaotic eigenstates with polynomial effort. It achieves this efficiency by exploiting the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH), which states that A(E i ) , the expectation value of any simple operator A in an energy eigenstate |E i of a NI Hamiltonian H, acquires the same value in nearby eigenstates at finite energy density in the thermodynamic limit:
where N is the number of degrees of freedom [15, 25, 32, 35] . Specifically, we will express ρ(E i ) = |E i E i | as a power series in H, modified such that higher order terms capture progressively more complicated observables. As a result, truncating the series retains only the simple, ETH-satisfying, experimentally accessible observables. In contrast, ED computes the full wavefunction exactly before extracting simple observables from it. This unnecessary computation is the source of ED's inefficiency. ED also requires storing H as a matrix in the local Fock basis, which consumes an exponential amount of memory. Here, we use the Operator Fock Space Representation (OFSR) [47, 48] , which eliminates the need to store and manipulate state-vectors or operator-matrices and consequently reduces computational needs to merely polynomial in N . Crucially, we show that the OFSR is the natural language for developing the OOPEX. ETH-based truncation:-Suppose our goal is to compute A(E i ) = tr[ρ(E i )A]. If the spectrum of H lacks degeneracies, as is expected for NI systems, the Krylov space defined by 1, H, H 2 . . . H d−1 , where d is the total Hilbert space dimension, forms a complete basis for the space of operators that commute with H. An alternate basis for this space is simply ρ(E i ), i = 1 . . . d. Therefore, ρ(E i ) is expressible as a power series in H. A simple power series, however, does not produce progressively diminishing contributions to A(E i ) , so its truncation error is uncontrolled. To rectify this problem, we first orthonormalize the Krylov space and write
where p m (x) = m k=0 a km x k is an m th degree polynomial of its argument that satisfies the orthogonality conditions:
Intuitively, i and m are conjugate variables with respect to the definition (2), analogous to the conjugacies of frequency and time with respect to Fourier transformation. While exact, (2) is impractical because d grows exponentially with N . We now argue, and later demonstrate using the NI Ising model, that O(1) terms suffice in practice. Then, (2) involves computing only the first few powers of H via multiplication, which is far more efficient than diagonalizing it.
To see why only the first few terms suffice, recall that p m (E i ) is a polynomial in E i of degree m, so it varies slowly (rapidly) with E i for small (large) m. Alternately, in analogy with Fourier transformation, p m (E) with small m has smooth E-dependence whereas p m (E) with large m will oscillate rapidly with E. Therefore, if A(E) varies smoothly with E over a small energy window , it will receive contributions mainly from the first few terms in (2). This will allow us to truncate (2) and make the OOPEX a viable method. The philosophy is depicted in Fig. 1 . Physically, the truncation discards information that distinguishes between nearby eigenstates, but this information is stored in complicated observables that are impossible to measure in practice anyway [47] .
How many terms must we retain without incurring significant truncation error? We can crudely estimate an upper bound on m c , the value of m at which convergence occurs, as follows. Energy is extensive, E ∝ N , while A(E) varies negligibly over any sub-extensive interval ∝ N α ; α → 1 − according to (1) . Crudely assuming that the m roots of p m (E) are real and equally spaced across the spectrum, will contain a root if
will receive both positive and negative contributions from the interval for m > m c . The net contribution will thus be small, signaling convergence.
This crude estimate receives two competing refine- ments in practice: (i) the cancellation of positive and negative contributions to A(E) within the window for m > E/ is not exact, which means more terms must be retained in (2) to achieve convergence; and (ii) the roots of p m (E) cluster near the middle of the spectrum, which means some cancellation occurs even when m < E/ , thereby decreasing m c . We find numerically, for the NI Ising model, that m c 3 = O(1) indeed. Compression using OFSR:-So far, we have reduced the computation from diagonalization of H to repeated multiplications of H, but the runtime and storage costs are still exponential because H, written as a sparse matrix in a local basis, has at least O(d) terms. To reduce these costs, we work in the OFSR [47, 48] , in which operators are expressed as vectors in operator Hilbert space: The OFSR is the natural language for developing the OOPEX, because each step of the algorithm, summarized in Algorithm 1, has a simple interpretation in terms of the linear algebra of the OFSR-vectors. For instance, applying standard QR-decomposition on the matrix |1 , |H , |H 2 , . . . yields the orthonormalized Krylov space Q = (|1 , |p 1 (H) , |p 2 (H) . . . ) as well as the coefficients a km = R −1 km and hence, the polynomials p m (E). Moreover, the trace of a product of operators reduces to the inner product of their OFSRs: tr B † A ≡ B|A , which allows computing A(E) easily by choosing B = ρ(E). The main trade-off is that the rules for multiplying operators in their OFSRs must be derived from the non-commutative algebra of the basis operators. We find that this added cost is easily overcome by the other gains. In contrast, the OFSR is not useful for diagonalization-based algorithms such as ED because diagonalization of a matrix does not correspond to any obvious operation on its OFSR-vector.
Algorithm 1 Main steps of the OOPEX algorithm. With open boundaries, |H contains 3N − 1 non-zero terms with N , N and N − 1 terms equal to h x , h z and J, respectively. All calculations were run on a 2.7 GHz 12-core processor with 64 GB random access memory. Fig. 2(a) compares the expectation values computed using the OOPEX and ED for several simple operators A. The match between the results is striking for just m = 3 over a wide range of energy densities. Surprisingly, the results match even at the lower end of the spectrum or in the ground state, where (1) is not expected to be valid. Moreover, the OOPEX can easily access an N = 300-site system whereas ED can comfortably manage only N ED = 14 sites. Fig. 2(b) shows the convergence of A(E) with m at three different energies at N = 110. Convergence occurs, i.e., the curves flatten, in most cases already at m c = 1, which indicates that A(E) is well-approximated by a linear function at that energy. In a few cases, m c = 2 or weakly 3, indicating that a quadratic or a weakly cubic fit is necessary. For this model, the absence of non-analyticities at finite temperatures likely expedites convergence. More non-trivial models will presumably show larger values of m c . Fig. 3(a) shows the spatial profile of σ z -σ z correlations computed using ED and the OOPEX. ED results show strong finite size effects, which prevents extracting a correlation length ξ. In contrast, OOPEX data show clear exponential decay for ∆r 5, thus enabling extracting ξ via an exponential fit, before saturating at values that presumably are below the noise floor for the respective dataset. Unsurprisingly, the decay is faster in regions of the spectrum where the density of states is high: a high density of states implies a large magnitude of the effective temperature |T −1 ef f | = |∂S ef f /∂E|, where S ef f = k B log[density of states × ] is the effective microcanonical entropy, which in turn gives rise to a short thermal correlation length. Thus, ξ is minimum around the middle of the spectrum where |T ef f | is maximum, as explicated in Fig. 3(b) . Moreover, the error bars are also smallest in this region, indicating good validity of (1). Unlike the expectation values in Fig. 2 though, the fit is poor for the ground state, which is consistent with (1) not being applicable there. The insets in Fig. 3(b) respectively demonstrate the quick convergence of ξ with m at fixed N = 110 and the complete absence of finite size effects, i.e., no noticeable N -dependence at fixed m = 3.
The N -independence is less surprising and can be understood using the linked-cluster theorem, which states that only linked clusters of operators on the lattice contribute to expectation values in the thermodynamic limit [49] . Since H contains only 1-and 2-point operators (σ x r , σ z r and σ z r σ z r+1 ), the largest cluster relevant for the 2point correlator C zz (∆r) has size 2 + 2 × m = 8 sites for m = 3. The observed N -independence suggests that, for m = 3, all the relevant clusters are getting captured for N 8.
The key non-trivial accomplishment of the OOPEX is that m = 3 suffices to achieve convergence.
Computational cost:- Fig. 4 shows that time and memory needs of the OOPEX for m = 3 scale as power laws in N with modest exponents. In particular, the time and memory needed to create the orthonormalized Krylov space (to compute ρ(E) for a fixed E given the orthonormalized Krylov space) grow as t orth ∼ N 4.1 (t ρ ∼ N 3.5 ) and mem orth ∼ N 3.95 (mem ρ ∼ N 1.86 ). Computing A(E) given ρ(E) is practically instantaneous.
Related algorithms:-Two well-known algorithms involving series expansions of H are high-temperature expansion and the kernel polynomial method (KPM) [50] . The former entails Taylor expanding the Boltzmann factor e −βH for small inverse temperature β to produce a simple power series expansion in H that is guaranteed to converge only for small β. In contrast, the OOPEX produces a series in orthogonal polynomials of H that exploit the ETH to presumably yield convergent results over a wider temperature range. For example, Fig. 2(a) shows that the OOPEX and ED concur for certain observables even near the ground state, where β → ∞. The KPM is similar to the OOPEX, but chooses p m to be Chebyshev polynomials regardless of H whereas the OOPEX customizes p m for each H. If H were truly random, its density of states would follow the Wigner semi-circle law [51] [52] [53] In addition, it is important to relate the OOPEX to another recent development for NI quantum systems, Ref. [54] , which studied the growth of operator complexity with time. In other words, given a simple operator A, it quantified the rate at which A(t) = e iHt Ae −iHt spread in operator Fock space. In the language of the current work, it considered the OFSRs of A, [H, A], [H, [H, A]] . . . , QRdecomposed them, showed that the diagonal elements of the resulting R-matrix grow linearly with m if H is NI and placed a bound on the growth rate of these elements. We believe that the bound presented there will help predict a more rigorous convergence criterion m c for the OOPEX than what is presented here. This could be crucial for models with non-trivial finite temperature equilibrium physics and hence, larger m c .
In conclusion, we have introduced an algorithm, the OOPEX, that can compute expectation values in chaotic eigenstates with polynomial effort, and demonstrated it on a prototypical model. The algorithm converges rapidly thanks to the ETH, and gives access to system sizes of several hundred sites, thus enabling computations of correlation lengths that were beyond the capabilities of ED. Detailed comparisons with other algorithms as well as the technical details of the implementation of the OOPEX will be presented in future work.
